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Anyone who has owned a Mustang knows the door panels have a tendency to come apart.
Specifically, the door panel inserts become separated from the door panel themselves, causing
an eyesore, and a nuisance. The factory glue turns into a nasty residue and the insert will hang
over your arm, which is really embarrassing. We have seen way more than one Mustang
suffering from this condition, and a permanent fix is time-consuming and labor-intensive. Then
Showtime can ship the door panels back to you for reinstallation in your Mustang. If you choose
to send them to Showtime, you can either prepay for shipping back to your residence, or
Showtime can simply put the shipping charge into the fee of repairing the door panels. Many
times, the door panel insert becomes separated from the door panel, causing it to hang over
onto your arm. This is what a door panel looks like when the insert is cut away. Yeah, nothing
we want in our Mustang. Once Showtime Upholstery is done working its magic, the door panel
will look like brand new. When we left off last night in our Week To Wicked Mustang LX Sport
project, we had just removed the stock engine and transmission and installed most of the
Maximum Motorsports suspension. The first step is installing full-length Fox-body Mustang
subframe connectors from Maximum Motorsports to our LX hatchback. Readers share the story
and pictures of their muscle Mustangs and fast Fords. We apologize for this inconvenience and
encourage you to visit A solution for those pesky Mustang door panels. How To. Paint Body.
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Our full First Drive story on the Ford Mustang hits this weekend, complete with driving
impressions and a couple of sweet videos burnouts, anyone? After we gave you the First Look
at the Mustang , we received comments that it looked like not much has changed. Actually a lot
has, but decide for yourself when you take a look at the similarities and differences between the
and Mustang. Dimensions: Overall dimensions are nearly identical. Any changes are due only to
the new sheetmetal and plastics -- and are within millimeters. Dimensions that might
substantially alter handling, such as track width and wheelbase, have not changed. Powertrain:
As mentioned in our earlier story, though the body is new, the engine and transmissions for the
V-6 and V-8 are not. Mustang V-6 still has 4. Mustang GT offers the same 4. Both are increases
of 15 and 5 hp, respectively -- primarily due to a change in the air intake and engine redline.
Transmissions offerings are the same: five-speed manual and five-speed automatic.
Suspension: The live rear axle stays. Some, like the drag racers, will cheer. Others will turn up
their noses and hope for independence in the future. The bottom line is that Ford thinks most
buyers won't care. Plus, it's cheaper. Roofline: So that it could continue to offer the glass roof
option first seen on the Mustang, Ford kept the roofline from the previous generation. Glass:
The windshield and most of the glass hasn't changed as well for cost reasons and to help
preserve that roofline. Angles of the front, side, and rear glass all remains the same, though the
rear quarter windows have been tipped in a little bit to help with the new styling. Weight:
Though it has increased for both, it hasn't gone up significantly given the changes to the
exterior and interior. Team Mustang should be congratulated for adding so much content, yet
only 35 lb to the V-6 and 15 lb to the GT. Emblem: Though very subtle, the iconic pony emblem
has been revised for the Mustang. It's now a bit crisper looking, with a few differences to the
shape and angle of the neck and head. Coloration is different too. V-6 Mustangs get a traditional
chrome pony, while Mustang GTs get a dark-chrome version. Sheetmetal: This is perhaps the
biggest change. Every panel, except for the roof, has been changed. Front: The grille is less
vertical, raking forward to create a more aggressive nose. The hood now has what Ford calls a
"power dome," which we take to mean the character lines and stepped-up center section that
hints at cowl induction. Side: The front fenders look to be trimmed up as though liposuctioned a
bit , but the real news is at the rear: Mustangs have hips! They flare up just at the door seam to
break what was a continuous beltline. Ford stylists say it gives the car a lower stance, as
though the car is ready to pounce, but a few on our staff disagree. They say the new blackout
rocker panels visually elevate the car as much as those hips lower it. Above these rockers is a
signature cue retained from the Mustang, the "hockey stick" character line that starts behind
the front wheel and terminates at the rear fender. Rear: Here is where Mustang designers made
a huge difference. The flared fenders, new taillights see below , and tilted forward rear deck with
chamfered edges really shrink the size of the Mustangs rump. The redesign also gives character
to what used to be a long, featureless rear end. When viewed from a rear three-quarter or hard
side angle, the improvement is hard to miss. Problem is, neither is that new and much larger
circular emblem. At the rear, Ford has wisely kept the traditional three-bar vertical arrangement,
but added another retro twist: The LEDs inside fire sequentially when the turn signal is
engaged. Aero: While much of the new styling was done to keep the retro feel, Ford stylists also
wanted to improve aerodynamics and reduce wind noise. So they also made a number of subtle
tweaks that you'd have to look hard to see. For instance, the radio antenna, which used to be up

front by the A-pillar, has now been moved to the rear fender. Side mirrors were heavily
reworked, while the windshield wipers were made flatter and squirters moved from the top of
the hood to under the rear edge. Interior: Second only to the exterior changes is what Ford's
design team did with the interior. While it's not quite an Extreme Makeover, Mustang Edition in
here, the changes are sweeping and noticeable right from the start. As with the exterior, there
was no drastic change in the styling direction of the interior. It's still an exercise in contrast.
Our GT had black dash and door surfaces, offset by tastefully executed aluminum panels and
chromed plastic trim rings. The biggest change? Gone is the creaky, hard plastic dash. In its
place is a much softer, one-piece unit molded from thermoplastic olefin TPO. Ford claims going
from multipiece to single and hard plastic to TPO cures the creaks and squeaks of the previous
Mustang. We won't know until we spend more time with the car, but at the very least, the new
panel is much nicer underhand. Other upgrades: the e-brake handle appears less bulky and is
positioned back a touch. Cruise control buttons are now joined by audio controls on the
steering wheel, flanking a much classier metallic galloping horse emblem which replaces the
cheap plastic GT disk. Another pleasant touch, there is now a hood release button just ahead of
the shift lever. The interior of the Mustang is a far nicer place to be in than the old one; the
materials all have a high quality feel to them, which gives the impression that the cabin is better
built and more refined. Tech: As with much of the Ford lineup, Mustang receives Sync -- the
voice-activated communication and entertainment system Ford developed with Microsoft.
Bluetooth connectivity is now an option as well. Mustangs can now be had with dual zone
climate control as well as a reverse camera. Like all new Fords, refueling is made a bit easier
with the EasyFuel capless fuel-filler system. Last but not least, Mustang now has AdvanceTrac
electronic stability control standard on all models. On GT Premium models, Ford says this
system offers a unique calibration that allows for more spirited read: sideways driving. The
system supposedly allows for burnouts too. We'll see. So, the same Mustang or different? We
say, while it's not all-new, it's been significantly revised and almost all for the better. If you're
still undecided, check back Saturday at a. Close Ad. Watch Originals. Join MotorTrend. We
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have the same type of concave surface machined into Dress up your Mustangs interior with
UPR's latest creation for your center console. No easier way to dress up your interior on your
new Mustang. This Billet Cup Holder Bezel installs in no time and gives you the Together with
their employees Jeremy Martorella and Bart Tobener they amassed more racing victories and
records than any other shop. His goal was to offer the strongest, lightest and best-working
parts at an affordable price. He made customer service his highest priority and initiated an
unconditional guarantee policy. He is always available to answer fine tuning questions by
phone or at the track. Since UPR sends a fully-stocked trailer and staff to 22 Mustang events
yearly, customers get the opportunity to see parts first hand. UPR offers a complete
chromemoly front K-member kit that shaves 67 pounds off the nose of a Mustang. UPR uses
chromemoly tubing rather than mild steel because it enables UPR to use a smaller diameter
tube. This gives UPR the best header clearance available while retaining maximum strength. It
can be installed in the driveway in less than 3 hours. The bumpsteer kit requires no drilling as it
includes custom fit studs rather than plain hex bolts. The caster camber kits allow full alignment
adjustment and are offered in both steel and billet aluminum versions. It has enabled racers to
achieve 1. Double adjustable uppers allow quick on-car changes. Chromemoly lowers provide
adjustability and strength. Easy Installation, Great Product!!! After 5 days I can not believe the
garbage oil it picked up. As and added bonus my mileage is increasing.!!! This should be
standard from the factory!!! I have had these parts on my 91 mustang for 2 seasons now. It is
amazing how muc
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h straighter the car is down the track and how much smoother the wheelie is. These parts are
easy to install and make the rear suspension have all the adjust-ability that is needed. Thanks
UPR!! Very nicely designed and made from quality materials. The larger sized catch can comes
off easily wiithout removing the lines, and again very high end quality lines and can! Fits
perfectly in my 5. Looked at a LOT of battery box kits, parts, pieces, etc. No one had anything
that came close for the quality and price. Thanks UPR. Customer Login: Email Address:. Forgot
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